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Abstract 18 

 19 

Teaching positions provide a rewarding career pathway for Ph.D.s wishing to stay in academia 20 

outside of the research-focused position.  The balance of teaching and research expectations on 21 

faculty can vary greatly depending on the type of institution. Faculty at primarily undergraduate 22 

institutions may be required to be research active and mentor undergraduates in the laboratory, 23 

while teaching faculty at a research-centered university may not have a research lab. In addition, 24 

faculty are expected to actively contribute to the shared governance of the institution, in the 25 

name of service. The career in teaching has become highly competitive and offers unexpected 26 

rewards and benefits. Considered here are the differences found among teaching positions to 27 

serve as a guide when considering teaching as a career option. We include our personal career 28 

narratives to illustrate the driving forces that led each of us to this challenging yet fulfilling 29 

academic path.  30 

 31 

Introduction 32 

 33 

The trajectory from trainee to academic may take many paths, and the path that serves to 34 

educate the next generation of scientists has an array of opportunities. In 2016, there were a total 35 

of 4,583 Title IV degree-granting institutions: 3,004 4-year institutions including liberal arts 36 

colleges and public or private universities, and 1,579 2-year or community colleges (Department 37 

of Education, 2019). Among the 4-year institutions, 770 are exclusively undergraduate 4-year 38 

colleges (Carnegie Classifications, 2018). While once considered a default pathway to the R1 39 

institutions (Research 1, or Doctoral universities with very high research activity), the teaching 40 

faculty has become a revered and competitive position in academia. 41 



The types of teaching positions vary by the kind of institution and the structure of the job 42 

description. The typical primarily undergraduate institution (PUI) requires faculty to run a 43 

research lab with undergraduates and maintain a substantial teaching load. Teaching faculty 44 

embedded in larger universities including the R1 may have no requirement to remain research 45 

active. Thus, the balance of teaching versus research expectations can differ greatly. 46 

In addition to teaching and research, academic teaching positions have at least one other area 47 

where a great deal of time and energy can be spent–service. Service is particularly important to 48 

smaller institutions in which the faculty take an active part in the running and decision making 49 

within the institution, also known as self or shared governance. There are different levels of 50 

service: to the department, the institution, and the disciplinary profession (Table 1). Service 51 

expectations reflect the culture of an institution and can be a valuable way of contributing to the 52 

greater good and preserving the values of the community.  53 

 54 

 Department Institution Professional 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Types of 
Activities 

Advising majors  
 
Curriculum 
assessment 

Curriculum 
development 

Student recruitment  

Seminar series 
coordinator 
 
Hiring committees  

Local outreach 

Curriculum revisions 
 
Accreditation reports 
 
School governance  
 
Committee service: 
• Tenure & promotions  
• Curriculum & 

instruction  
• Budgeting & oversight  
• Governance  
• Board of Trustees 
• Facilities 
• Library  
• IT  
 

Manuscript review 
 
External review of 
departments/programs 
at other institutions 
 
External review of 
tenure and promotions  
 
Local outreach events 
 
Hosting regional 
conferences 

Membership to 
professional societies  
 
Poster judging at 
national meetings 

Table 1. The types of service activities integral to the expectations of teaching faculty. 55 

 56 

 Here we shed light on the unique teaching faculty positions at the PUI and R1. Taken into 57 

account are the expectations on teaching faculty and how these expectations should be 58 

considered in the context of tenure and promotions, when applicable. Tips are given to help 59 

identify how to evaluate the right academic environment for a job candidate. Finally, we share 60 

our personal journeys of how we each discovered our love of teaching and arrived at our current 61 

positions. 62 

 63 

Teaching at a Primarily Undergraduate Institution 64 

The experience of working at a PUI is variable depending on the institution’s 65 

expectations of teaching, research, and service. At the extremes are institutions that emphasize 66 

teaching by having heavy teaching loads with lower expectations on research. Others may 67 

provide support for teaching through teaching assistants (TAs) or laboratory instructors, and give 68 

emphasis to research productivity, including both the ability to publish at a high rate and acquire 69 

outside funding. In addition to teaching and research responsibilities, many PUIs have a self-70 

governing faculty body, which means that faculty are expected to serve on a variety of 71 



committees and play an active part in developing and implementing institutional policies (Table 72 

1). While every PUI will have its own unique requirements of its faculty, the common thread 73 

among them all is the priority of teaching undergraduates at all levels of the curriculum. How an 74 

institution values and prioritizes teaching, research, and service is built into the ethos of a 75 

faculty’s daily activities and is the framework from which faculty are reviewed for promotions.  76 

Trainees interested in a position at a PUI should gain a clear sense of what an institution 77 

expects from its faculty prior to applying for or accepting a position. Important to determine is if 78 

the institution’s expectations of research specifically are reasonable given the infrastructure, 79 

support and teaching load. For a college that expects a high number of publications and an NSF 80 

or NIH grant prior to tenure review, it is important to know what the teaching load is and if there 81 

are lab instructors or technicians responsible for teaching and/or setting up the teaching labs. 82 

Other time-saving support for teaching is the availability of TAs for grading lab notebooks and 83 

lab reports.  84 

Equally important with the variety of PUIs to consider is how to determine what type of 85 

institution is best suited to the candidate and where they see themselves thriving. The following 86 

questions may help someone ascertain the type PUI best suited for them. These questions may 87 

also be useful for telephone and/or on-campus interviews to determine the character of an 88 

institution. 89 

 90 

Questions for PUIs regarding teaching:  91 

• How many courses does a faculty member teach per term and per year? 92 

• What level(s) of the curriculum is the position expected to teach?  93 

• What is the balance of the teaching load in terms of lecture or laboratory instruction? 94 

• What are the expectations for team teaching or teaching in interdisciplinary programs? 95 

• What is the culture of sharing existing departmental teaching resources for multi-section 96 

courses?  97 

• What are the opportunities or expectations for teaching students outside the major? 98 

• How often are courses in one’s area of expertise offered? 99 

• How often will new course development be expected? 100 

 101 

Questions for PUIs regarding research: 102 

• What shared equipment exists in the department and does it meet your research needs? 103 

• What is the average start-up funding for a new faculty? 104 

• What are the expectations for promotion in seeking external funding and at what level?  105 

• What is the track record of current faculty in seeking funding? 106 

• What opportunities are there to advise graduate students? 107 

• What is the expectation that undergraduates participate in your research? 108 

• What is the publication expectation for tenure and promotion, including undergraduates 109 

as co-authors on peer-reviewed publications? 110 

• What support is available for meeting travel?  111 

• What support is available to support student research: supplies, summer experience and 112 

conference travel? 113 

 114 

In addition to teaching and research, academic positions at PUIs generally expect a 115 

significant amount of time and energy to be spent on service. Service may be an integral 116 

component of the institution’s governance structure. Specific service expectations may be 117 



considered along with the teaching and research as part of a faculty’s reappointment review and 118 

can often be evidence of a colleague’s “collegiality” in this respect. The commitment to service 119 

can vary depending on the activity, from an academic term to several years. When considering 120 

what area of service to contribute, finding an issue that is important to you on your campus is 121 

prudent. While service is an essential component of a career at a PUI, it can be amorphous and 122 

have a tendency to be all consuming if you allow it. 123 

 124 

Teaching at a R1 125 

Teaching positions can vary when comparing PUI and R1 institutions. The American 126 

Association of University Professors analyzed 2016 faculty position data from the National 127 

Center for Education Statistics. Overall, 27% of all faculty positions are tenure-track, with 73% 128 

of faculty working contingently (Flaherty, 2018; American Association of University Professors, 129 

2018). These contingent faculty can be formalized teaching faculty (e.g., lecturers, instructors) or 130 

trainees (e.g., postdoctoral fellows, graduate student teaching assistants). Focusing on R1 131 

institutions in particular, the division is similar; about 30% of positions are tenure track, while 132 

70% are non-tenure track.  133 

Teaching careers at R1 institutions historically constituted non-tenure track academic 134 

positions. In many cases, these academic appointments were term-limited and involved yearly 135 

renewals, which led to uncertainty with regards to career stability. Furthermore, there is no 136 

standardization for these types of positions across institutions. This leads to confusion for the 137 

applicant. 138 

Terminology can also obfuscate candidates. In some cases the terms “tenure track” and 139 

“ladder” faculty are synonymous, while at other institutions “ladder” refers to a structure for 140 

promotion up the ranks in either a tenured or non-tenured position. 141 

 Some R1 institutions, like the University of California San Diego, offer tenure-track, 142 

ladder faculty positions. These usually have a title like Assistant, Associate, or Full “Teaching 143 

Professor”. Candidates are expected to contribute through teaching, service, and pedagogical 144 

research. Most R1 institutions though lack tenure-track teaching positions. Harvard University, 145 

for example, has neither a tenure-track system nor a ladder system (in this context, meaning 146 

stepwise promotion, from Lecturer to Senior Lecturer, for example) for teaching faculty. Most 147 

non-tenure track positions are renewed yearly; however, in some cases, the renewal can be 148 

longer (e.g., every five years).  149 

Non-tenure track positions can come in two flavors. In one instance, they are stand-alone 150 

full-time equivalents (FTEs; think of this as a 1.0 FTE representing a “full time job”). For some 151 

ranks (like Lecturer), there is a term limit for how many years the position can be renewed. In 152 

another case, they can be dependent on holding a staff position (carrying a 1.0 FTE) with the 153 

academic position a 0 FTE. These dependent positions can be renewed indefinitely based on 154 

satisfactory performance and curricular need so long as the candidate holds the staff position.  155 

In terms of non-teaching activities, teaching faculty at R1 institutions engage in service in 156 

a variety of different ways. Many serve on curriculum committees for their departments, in some 157 

cases serving as the director of studies for undergraduate majors or graduate programs. Research 158 

is a clear expectation for tenure-track teaching faculty. For non-tenure track teaching faculty, 159 

while maintaining an active research program is not typically required, in some cases it is an 160 

unwritten expectation (Haviland et al., 2017). 161 

 162 

Thoughts from the front of the class 163 



The ability to teach effectively is a skill that takes years to hone. However, to thrive in a teaching 164 

position requires some unexpected dexterity, regardless of the type of institution you are in. 165 

While you may not need to hustle for grant funding to cover your salary, resources are limited 166 

and thus require creativity. For example, the types of research questions asked and how 167 

experiments are designed need careful consideration. Experiments need to be less technical so 168 

that undergraduates can do them, and the methods should consume fewer resources. Resources 169 

can be stretched; for example, restriction enzymes can last years beyond their expiration dates. 170 

To gain resources, experiments from an individual’s lab can be folded into a course’s teaching 171 

lab. This allows you to dedicate time to research and teaching simultaneously, while also 172 

opening up the department’s purse to indirectly support your research. Many colleges have small 173 

pools of money to support undergraduate research over the summer and small grants for student 174 

research supplies. Thus, research at a teaching institution becomes a strategic game of shuffling 175 

resources. 176 

 Teaching also requires some unexpected interpersonal skills. Rates of anxiety are high in 177 

college students, and many times faculty are the only adults that students have proximity to. For 178 

this reason, students may confide in faculty and seek assistance in unanticipated ways. Faculty 179 

also serve to mentor and guide students to discover their interests, or to coach students away 180 

from their original intended area of study. Knowing how to talk to students when they are at their 181 

most vulnerable is challenging, and no postdoctoral position can train someone for this. At the 182 

same time, nothing is more rewarding than guiding a student and watching them come into their 183 

own over four years.  184 

 185 

Personal Narratives 186 

 187 

 188 

 189 

Ed Freeman is an Associate Professor of Biology at St. John Fisher College in Rochester, NY. 190 

He received a B.S. in Biology from Ohio University, and a Ph.D. in Cell Biology and 191 

Neuroscience from the University of South Carolina School of Medicine. Following his graduate 192 

work he was a postdoc in Patricia Hunt’s lab at Case Western Reserve University in the 193 

Department of Genetics. Ed has been at St. John Fisher College for 15 years and has served on 194 

the Professional Development and Education Committee for the Society for Developmental 195 

Biology for the last 5 years. 196 



During my graduate training I enjoyed the day to day experimentation, the freedom to think and 197 

develop ideas, contributing knowledge to my discipline, and general life in the lab. As a part of 198 

my program I was required to serve as a teaching assistant to medical students in the 199 

microanatomy laboratory. This experience shaped my future career goals as I learned that I 200 

would need to have a substantial teaching responsibility to be fulfilled in my academic work. 201 

With this recognition I began to seek out additional opportunities to gain further teaching 202 

experience. Training in a medical school provided numerous options and I quickly found myself 203 

continuing the teaching assistant work in microanatomy and adding to that work in the gross-204 

anatomy laboratory. I worked on and off in these settings for multiple years and gained 205 

confidence in my ability to explain the material and assist students who were new to, and often 206 

squeamish about, gross anatomy. I learned that I enjoyed counseling students through their 207 

challenges with the coursework which would serve me well as I began work at a small teaching 208 

focused institution. It should be noted that I had numerous conversations about these 209 

opportunities with my PI. He agreed to allow me to take on these added responsibilities as long 210 

as I maintained my productivity in the research lab. Looking back I feel very fortunate that he 211 

understood not every PhD graduate wants to continue to work in an R1 setting and, further, that I 212 

was interested in training students, as he had done for several decades, but at an earlier time in 213 

their educational careers. These conversations were highly informative concerning my future 214 

career goals and spurred me to gain additional teaching experience during my post-doctoral 215 

training. During those years I again worked with the medical students in the anatomy labs and I 216 

also team taught in an undergraduate developmental biology course. This was a rich experience 217 

wherein I was responsible for multiple weeks of content coverage, quiz and exam 218 

preparation/grading, primary literature review, etc. with the students. Though my prior 219 

experiences showed me that I enjoyed teaching, this undergraduate team teaching experience 220 

revealed various aspects of the profession that I had not yet encountered. Specifically, classroom 221 

management, exam preparation, and working with students who more deeply wanted to 222 

understand the material through the primary literature. As already mentioned for my doctoral 223 

advisor, an open line of communication with my post-doctoral advisor was essential and allowed 224 

her to fully understand the specific types of positions that I was hoping to eventually apply for. 225 

Based on these interactions and my passion for teaching, my post-doctoral advisor assisted me in 226 

finding a short-term position at the tail end of my training. I was picked up by the anatomy 227 

department as a teaching assistant, based on all of my earlier teaching experience, a necessary 228 

move as my postdoctoral lab was moving across the country to Washington State.  229 

When applying for teaching centered positions I was able to discuss teaching experiences 230 

at the graduate level, the undergraduate level and of course at the research bench. During my first 231 

effort to enter the job market this collection of experiences contributed to several phone 232 

interviews, multiple on-campus interviews, and three job offers at PUI specific positions. To say 233 

that I felt lucky would be an understatement. I owe the happiness I have in my career to multiple 234 

advisors that were open to alternate pathways from those that they had taken. I encourage 235 

interested students to discuss options, such as teaching and other passions they might have that 236 

lie outside of the traditional academic setting, with their faculty advisors. Those open lines of 237 

communication were instrumental to my ability to pursue full time teaching at the college level. 238 

Other resources include PUI faculty within Society for Developmental Biology (SDB). SDB has 239 

a committee, the Professional Development and Education Committee (PDEC), that offers 240 

multiple teaching related and professional development related opportunities during each of the 241 

national meetings.  242 



 243 

 244 

Nicole Theodosiou is an Associate Professor of Biology and Co-Director of the Biochemistry 245 

Program at Union College in Schenectady, NY. She received a B.A. in Biology from Swarthmore 246 

College, and a Ph.D. in Genetics from Yale University. After a postdoc in Cliff Tabin’s lab at 247 

Harvard Medical School she was a Visiting Assistant Professor in Developmental Biology at 248 

Bowdoin College before moving to Union. She was recently appointed chair of the Professional 249 

Development and Education Committee for the Society for Developmental Biology. 250 

 251 

A brown, unmarked box sits on my office shelf. Inside are note cards, scraps of paper, 252 

and printed emails from past students. “I cannot express enough how grateful I am to have had 253 

the opportunity to take your classes. You sparked my interest and curiosity. which further 254 

motivated me to pursue graduate school.” “All this rambling is to say that I couldn’t be where I 255 

am today without your support and guidance, so thank you so so much.” “You are a great 256 

professor!” 257 

Reflecting on these acknowledgements of my classroom successes allow me to realize 258 

that this is the area within science where I find the most positive affirmation. An academic 259 

position at a liberal arts college is not all rosy, but the hours spent preparing for lectures, holding 260 

office hours, and doing college service are all worth the contents of my brown box. I wouldn’t 261 

trade this box for a career of grant writing and pushing publications. Knowing that I am helping 262 

to shape a new generation who may not go into science, but who appreciate my mentorship, 263 

teaching, and understands the scientific process keeps me motivated and striving to be a better 264 

version of myself. My undergrads make me a better teacher-scientist. 265 

My journey from bench to board was not planned. Unlike my roommate at Swarthmore 266 

College who always knew she wanted to be a college professor, I did not plan for this. My 267 

journey is one of a two career couple struggling with the back and forth of whose turn it was to 268 

advance their career. Add starting a family into the mix and the negotiations make the G20 269 

summit look easy. I was in the middle of a postdoc in Cliff Tabin’s lab, 9 months pregnant with 270 

my first child when my husband opted to put Maine Medical Center as his first choice for 271 

pulmonary fellowship. I was on maternity leave when he matched in Portland. Facing the choice 272 

to stay in Boston with my newborn versus going to Maine was heart-wrenching. Commuting 273 

from Portland to Boston was out of the question for my idea of a family. Walking into Cliff’s 274 

office to talk to him felt like I was holding up a white flag that read ‘I give up (on research 275 

science)’, even though now I know that wasn’t true. Cliff was disappointed but also 276 



understanding, encouraging and supportive. When I returned from maternity leave, someone had 277 

placed a note on my lab bench with a cut-out ad from Science magazine “Visiting Assistant 278 

Research Professor, Bowdoin College”. The application date had passed, but I picked up the 279 

phone and called. Within 2 days I had written and submitted my materials, by 2 weeks I had an 280 

interview and a few months later we were moving to Maine and I would start my first faculty 281 

position. 282 

At Bowdoin I was surrounded by bright students who were excited by science. I found 283 

their excitement infectious. As I wrestled to put together lectures and teach students how to do 284 

PCR reactions, the energy emanating from them kept me motivated. When I started my lab, 285 

students asked great questions and it was their interest in evo-devo that moved my research into a 286 

new direction that has continued to be the focus of my lab a decade later. I found fulfillment in 287 

mentoring students in both lab and classroom, discovered the synergy between the two, and 288 

realized for the first time that I wanted to be a teacher-scholar. 289 

The 4-year visitor position afforded me unexpected benefits. In that time, I honed a 290 

developmental biology curriculum, built a lab and independent research program, and had my 291 

second child all off the tenure clock. In retrospect it was a gift, though in the craze of the 292 

experience I didn’t realize it at the time. When I did go on the job market for a tenure track 293 

position, I felt emboldened. I had a job packet that essentially read ‘I’ve done it all already, I will 294 

be successful at your institution.’ My packet was primed with teaching evaluations to prove my 295 

effectiveness as a teacher, letters from research students regarding mentorship, publications with 296 

undergraduate co-authors, and I had two toddlers which could be interpreted as ‘my breeding 297 

years are over.’ I was lucky to choose an institution and department that I felt was the best fit for 298 

me. 299 

This was all very hard. My spouse was happily settled now as an attending physician in 300 

Maine and it was my turn to move the family for my career. Just as I had a few years earlier, he 301 

wrestled with the realization that he was moveable and a captive spouse. That dynamic had the 302 

biggest toll on our relationship, but we worked through it and over time learned how to support 303 

each other in our personal career paths. 304 

I’ve been at Union College for 12 years. I have an active research lab with 2-6 305 

undergrads in any given semester. Research progress is slow as a whole, and it is hard to get a 306 

publishable unit when your lab members are just learning to pipet and may only work with you 307 

for a short six months. The expectations for publishing have also become a very high bar to 308 

reach. When I got my Ph.D., I could clone a gene, characterize the mutant phenotype, show 309 

epistasis with a known signaling pathway and get published in a top tier journal (Theodosiou et 310 

al., 1999). This type of science has been moved to the endless supplemental materials section, 311 

and replaced by transcriptome analyses. I confess that the time consumed by training students in 312 

the lab, teaching and limited resources renders the research I do ‘small scale.’ 313 

The flip side is that I have the freedom to pursue scientific questions that fascinate me 314 

and my students without the pressures of publishing papers and grants. I focus on helping my 315 

students find what they are good at and assist them in discovering career options best suited for 316 

them. In teaching, I contribute to all levels of the curriculum, from introductory courses to an 317 

upper level course in developmental biology and a seminar in evolution and development. 318 

Outside the introductory courses, I have complete freedom in course content and pedagogy – and 319 

I’ve explored and developed my own way of teaching (Theodosiou, TEDx). The liberal arts 320 

college setting allows the freedom and encourages faculty to pursue other interests as well. I 321 

have taught a class called Illustrated Organism with a colleague in the studio arts department, 322 



and a course on Food, Culture and the Land with a classicist. My college has extensive offerings 323 

in terms abroad, and I have been fortunate to direct two terms in Australia, taking my children 324 

with me all on the college’s expense. While resources may be more limited at the small liberal 325 

arts colleges, the benefits can be broad and unexpected. 326 

The liberal arts college environment has allowed me to realize other interests and talents, 327 

and to effect real change at the institutional level. After a power failure pre-tenure in which I lost 328 

all my reagents and ongoing experiments in my freezers, I became personally invested in 329 

advocating for better infrastructure. That eventually led me to chair the space committee and 330 

present to the Board of Trustees the need for a new Science and Engineering Complex. We are 331 

now at the end of building a new $100 million Integrated Science and Engineering Complex. 332 

With half the building open, already I have seen an increase in student-faculty research activity. 333 

While service can be an unexpected part of the job, being an active part of solutions makes you 334 

realize you can have a big impact. The key is finding those things that you are passionate about 335 

and dedicate your service in those areas. 336 

In my brown box, a note from a student reads “I just wanted to say thank you for 337 

inspiring me so much and equipping me with a set of knowledge and skills from which I will 338 

benefit for years to come.” As a teacher-scientist at a liberal arts college, I feel that note could 339 

just as easily have been from me to my students. 340 

 341 

 342 
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Biochemistry from Harvard University. After remaining in Doug Melton’s lab at Harvard for a 347 

brief postdoc, he was a Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology at Swarthmore College before 348 

returning to Harvard. He is a former chair of the Professional Development and Education 349 

Committee for the Society for Development Biology. 350 

 351 

As a child, I always thought I would grow up to be a physician and follow in the 352 

footsteps of my uncle, who I deeply admire. Dan Lipinski’s biology class in high school fostered 353 

my love for science. I attended Rutgers University for my undergraduate degree, majoring in 354 

biology. After watching an eye surgery on television one day, I realized that medicine might not 355 



be the career for me. I went to talk with the department chair, Hsin-yi Lee, about careers in 356 

academia. I was fortunate that he took an interest in me and helped me find a position in a 357 

research lab in the department. I had the pleasure of working first with Corey Nislow and then 358 

Bob Nagele as an undergraduate. I stayed in Bob’s lab for my MS before coming to Harvard to 359 

work with Doug Melton for my PhD. I served as a teaching assistant during both my MS and 360 

PhD, and quickly realized that I very much enjoyed teaching. Doug was kind enough to let me 361 

pursue that passion while a graduate student.  362 

  When I was wrapping up my doctoral thesis, I realized that I wanted to pursue a career 363 

that heavily involved teaching. While Doug was able to advise on tenure-track positions at R1 364 

universities, he was less familiar with life at small liberal arts colleges. Being a great mentor 365 

though, he suggested that I reach out to Scott Gilbert at Swarthmore College. I did not know 366 

Scott at all personally aside from his reputation as the author of the “Bible for Developmental 367 

Biology”. I took a chance and emailed him. Much to my surprise and delight, he replied quickly 368 

and offered to chat with me. As it turned out, he was planning a sabbatical the following year. 369 

Swarthmore has a generous leave policy and hires Visiting Assistant Professors to cover key 370 

courses normally taught by faculty on leave. I decided to apply for the position and luckily I was 371 

offered the job. I taught a course each semester and ran a research lab. My year at Swarthmore 372 

was filled with bright students, wonderful faculty colleagues, and extremely helpful staff.  373 

  During the year I was at Swarthmore, Harvard started the first cross-school department 374 

(Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology; HSCRB) in its history, sitting in both the Faculty of Arts 375 

and Sciences and the Medical School. The department wished to establish an undergraduate and 376 

graduate educational program, and so I returned to Harvard after my year at Swarthmore to lead 377 

those efforts. Planning a brand-new curriculum excited me. I also made it a goal to bring a small 378 

liberal arts feel to a large research university. Swarthmore’s emphasis on personalized advising, 379 

a strong sense of community, and inquiry-based labs all carried over to my department. 380 

  My current position consists of both a staff and academic appointment. What I found 381 

most engaging in HSCRB is the potential for growth. Since I started in the role, we have engaged 382 

more fully in medical education and started a new joint degree program with the Business 383 

School. Importantly, the culture in my department values teaching and so I am lucky to be 384 

treated as a valued colleague. Never once have I felt less than the tenure-track faculty; I am 385 

fortunate to work with genuinely good people. 386 

  387 

My advice for those interested in pursuing a career in teaching at a R1 institution is: 388 

• Don’t be shy. Reach out to those with positions similar to what you wish to obtain. If I 389 

had not done so, I might have missed the opportunity to teach at Swarthmore. 390 

• Find good mentors. I have been very fortunate throughout my education and career to 391 

have wonderful mentors. Bob Nagele, Doug Melton, and Scott Gilbert in particular have 392 

been very good to me. Bob and Doug not only taught be how to be a good scientist, but 393 

also some of the soft skills necessary to do well in academia. Scott had no formal 394 

“obligation” to me whatsoever, as I was not his trainee, yet he has always been generous 395 

with his time and advice whenever I have needed it, both when I was at Swarthmore and 396 

afterward.  397 

• Obtain as much teaching experience as you can. It would be ideal if you had an 398 

opportunity to teach your own course, say at a community college or through an 399 

extension school. These opportunities can be difficult to obtain. Serving as a teaching 400 

assistant for a course is also very useful. 401 



• Connect with resources at your institution that advise on pedagogy. In particular, become 402 

familiar with the importance of active learning in the classroom.  403 

• Try to get a sense as to how education is valued in the department you wish to apply. 404 

Whether entering a tenure-track or non-tenure track position, you want to ensure that you 405 

will be supported by your colleagues and valued for your work. 406 

• Stay on top of the science education literature. This will allow you to teach your students 407 

using the most effective, evidence-based methods to enrich their learning.  408 

• Consider delving into educational research. It serves many purposes – for example, it will 409 

allow you to contribute to the literature, demonstrate to your colleagues that you take 410 

your role as an educator seriously, and most importantly it is a lot of fun. You could share 411 

active learning activities in the online journal CourseSource 412 

(https://www.coursesource.org), or publish a research study in a journal like CBE-Life 413 

Sciences Education (https://www.lifescied.org). 414 

  415 
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Highlights 
 
 

• Teaching positions are revered and competitive, and available at primarily undergraduate 
institutions as well as research-centered universities. 

• Teaching positions have different expectations for promotion, and balance teaching and 
research differently depending on the institution and the job description. 

• In addition to teaching and research responsibilities, service to the department and 
institution can be a significant expectation of the position. 

• Candidates should consider different factors when determining whether a PUI or R1 is 
the better work environment for them. 

• Teaching positions require creative use of resources and interpersonal skills, and 
unexpected rewards and benefits. 

• Provide narratives of three different careers at different institutions to illustrate the 
variety of teaching positions available. 


